Two skeletal dosimetry methods using CT images of human bone have recently been developed: the PairedImage Radiation Transport (PIRT) model introduced by researchers at the University of Florida (UF) in the U.S. and the systematic-periodic cluster (SPC) method developed by researchers at the Federal University of Pernambuco in Brazil. Both methods use CT images of trabecular bone (TB) to model spongiosa regions of human bones containing marrow cavities segmented into soft tissue volumes of active marrow (AM), trabecular inactive marrow (TIM) and the bone endosteum (BE), which is a 50 m thick layer of marrow on all TB surfaces and on cortical bone (CB) surfaces next to TB as well as inside the medullary cavities. With respect to radiation absorbed dose, the AM and the BE are sensitive soft tissues for the induction of leukaemia and bone cancer, respectively. The two methods differ mainly with respect to the number of bone sites and the size of the CT images used in Monte Carlo (MC) calculations and they apply different methods to simulate exposure from radiation sources located outside the skeleton. The PIRT method calculates dosimetric quantities in isolated human bones while the SPC method uses human bones embedded in the body of a phantom which contains all relevant organs and soft tissues. Consequently, the SPC method calculates absorbed dose to the AM and to the BE from particles emitted by radionuclides concentrated in organs or from radiation sources located outside the human body in one calculation step. In order to allow for similar calculations of AM and BE absorbed doses using the PIRT method, so-called dose response functions (DRFs) have been developed based on absorbed fractions of energy for electrons isotropically emitted in skeletal tissues. The DRFs can be used to transform the photon fluence in homogeneous spongiosa regions into absorbed dose to AM and BE. This paper will compare AM and BE absorbed fractions of energy (AFs) from electrons emitted in skeletal tissues calculated with the SPC and the PIRT method and AM and BE absorbed doses and AFs calculated with PIRT-based DRFs and with the SPC method. The results calculated with the two skeletal dosimetry methods agree well if one takes the differences between the two models properly into account. Additionally, the SPC method will be updated with larger CT images of TB.
Introduction
Recently, two methods for skeletal dosimetry based on CT images of human bone have been proposed: First, the Paired-Image Radiation Transport (PIRT) model introduced by researchers at the University of Florida (UF) in the U.S. (Shah et al 2005) and second, the systematic-periodic cluster (SPC) method developed by researchers at the Federal University of Pernambuco in Brazil (Kramer et al 2006 (Kramer et al , 2007 . Both methods use CT images of trabecular bone (TB) to model spongiosa regions of human bones containing marrow cavities segmented into soft tissue volumes of active marrow (AM), trabecular inactive marrow (TIM) and bone endosteum (BE). In the adult skeleton, AM is distributed throughout the trabecular marrow cavities of the skeleton, except in the lower long bones and lower parts of the upper long bones, while the BE, also called shallow marrow, is represented by a 50 m thick layer of marrow on all TB surfaces and on cortical bone (CB) surfaces next to TB as well as inside the medullary cavities.
Using the EGSnrc Monte Carlo (MC) code (Kawrakow and Rogers 2003) , both methods calculate absorbed fractions and specific absorbed fractions of energy, as well as absorbed or equivalent dose to the AM (tissue at risk for leukaemia induction) and to the BE (tissue at risk for bone cancer induction) from electron emitting radionuclides concentrated in skeletal tissues. Both, the PIRT and the SPC method, transport electrons in spongiosa regions by introducing a microstructure volume based on CT images of TB, which is often used repeatedly because the spongiosa dimensions of a particular bone may exceed the dimensions of the imaged bone sample.
Apart from several conceptual differences to be discussed in this paper, the two skeletal dosimetry models apply different methods to simulate exposure from radiation sources located outside the skeleton. The PIRT method calculates dosimetric quantities in isolated human bones while the SPC method uses human bones embedded in the body of a phantom which contains all relevant organs and soft tissues. Consequently, the SPC method calculates absorbed dose to the AM and to the BE from particles emitted by radionuclides concentrated in organs or from radiation coming from sources located outside the human body in one calculation step. In order to allow for similar calculations of AM and BE absorbed doses using the PIRT method, so-called "dose response functions" (DRFs) for photon radiation have been developed based on absorbed fractions of energy for electrons isotropically emitted in skeletal tissues (Hough et al 2011 , Johnson et al 2011 . The DRFs can be used to transform the photon fluence in homogeneous spongiosa regions into absorbed dose to AM and BE.
The influence of parameters such as the micro voxel resolution, the trabecular bone volume fraction (TBVF), the bone site, the donor of the bone sample and the size of the extracted CT image, called cluster, on the skeletal soft tissue absorbed doses has been investigated in previous publications using the SPC method (Kramer et al 2006 (Kramer et al , 2007 . At the time however, the influence of the cluster size on dosimetric results was studied only for CT images from one lumbar vertebra and only for external whole body exposure to photons (Kramer et al 2009) . Here, the influence of the size of the CT images on skeletal soft tissue absorbed doses will be studied using five different bone-specific CT images representative for the adult human skeleton and simulating whole and partial body exposure to photons and electrons from external and internal radiation sources in order to find out if an update of actual SPC MC codes with larger clusters is necessary.
Comparisons between the SPC and the PIRT methods have already been made in the past for a femoral bone sample (Kramer et al 2011) , however, after the publication of new data by the UF research group (Hough et al 2011, Johnson et al 2011) a more comprehensive study became possible. In particular, this paper will compare AM and BE absorbed fractions of energy from electrons emitted in skeletal tissues calculated by the SPC and the PIRT method. Additionally, a comparison will be made between AM and BE absorbed doses and AFs calculated with PIRT-based DRFs and with the SPC method.
Materials and methods
One purpose of this study is to investigate dosimetric effects as a function of the CT image size used by the SPC method, but not to change the SPC method as such or to propose a new method. Therefore only a short summary of the SPC method will be presented based on descriptions given earlier (Kramer et al 2006 (Kramer et al , 2007 (Kramer et al , 2009 (Kramer et al , 2010 (Kramer et al , 2011 .
The standing FASH3 and MASH3 phantoms
Originally developed in 2010 by Cassola et al, FASH3 and MASH3 represent the third edition of the mesh-based adult human phantoms in standing posture (Cassola et al 2011) . FASH3 and MASH3 have standing heights, total body masses as well as organ and tissue masses according to ICRP89 (ICRP 2002) . Figures 1a and 1b show the surface and the skeleton, respectively, of the FASH3 phantom. Corresponding images for the MASH3 phantom are shown in figures 2a and 2b.
For the purpose of radiation transport calculations, especially for skeletal dosimetry investigations, the phantoms were voxelized with a cubic voxel resolution of 1.2 mm. Then, the skeletons of both phantoms were segmented into regions of cortical bone, spongiosa, medullary cavities and cartilage based on data taken from ICRP publications (ICRP 1995 (ICRP , 2002 . TB samples from five different bone sites (frontal bone of the cranium, sternum, lumbar vertebra (L1), iliac crest and femur) were extracted from a 30 year old female skeleton and scanned at the Imaging Laboratory of the Department of Archaeology and Anthropology, University of Bristol, Bristol, UK at 60 m resolution using a CT scanner Skyscan 1172 (Skyscan Corporation, 2630 Aartselaar, Belgium) with 80 kV (100 A). After segmentation of the CT images into TB and marrow cavities, the TBVFs were found to be 11.4% for the sternum, 11.3% for the vertebra, 21.2% for the pelvis, 51.6% for the cranium and 15.2% for the femur which is in good agreement with corresponding TBVFs given by ICRP70 (ICRP 1995) for adults. The images from the frontal bone, sternum, lumbar vertebra, iliac crest and femur were used for the cranium and mandible, for the rib cage, for the spine/sacrum, for the pelvis and for the long bones, respectively.
TheCT image size
During MC calculation with the EGSnrc code, particles are transported through the phantom's 1.2mm macro voxel matrix. If a particle enters a spongiosa macro voxel, MC transport is transferred to the 60 m micro matrix of the corresponding CT image of TB. To this end the spongiosa macro voxel is replaced by a 1.2mm cube of trabecular microstructure, called micro matrix, containing 20 x 20 x 20 = 8000 micro voxels with a cubic size of 60 m. A parallelepiped of a number of micro matrices is called a 'cluster'. Using only a limited range of exposure scenarios, a previous study came to the conclusion that a cluster with only 2 x 2 x 2 = 8 micro matrices is sufficient to produce reliable and consistent dosimetric results (Kramer et al 2009) . In order to re-check this conclusion the maximum extractable image size for the five bone samples was determined. It was found that a cluster of 8 x 3 x 8 = 192 micro matrices could be extracted from each of the five CT images which represents a 9.6 mm x 3.6 mm x 9.6 mm parallelepiped of spongiosa volume, being 24 times larger than the cluster with 8 micro matrices. Extraction of the 8 and the 192 micro matrix clusters from the CT images was based on the criterion of equal TBVF.
AM, TIM and BE segmentation
Once the EGSnrc code has read the macro voxel matrix of the phantom and the five bone site specific clusters of micro matrices, the code segments AM, TIM and BE in the marrow cavities based on cellularity factors (CFs) and BE thickness defined by the user and finally calculates the corresponding skeletal tissue volumes and masses. This two-step procedure of skeletal tissue segmentation preserves the original trabecular microstructure as given in the CT images, while at the same time it is possible to provide a flexible segmentation of AM, TIM and BE at runtime according to actual values for CFs and BE thickness.
Skeletal tissue volumes and masses for the FASH3 and the MASH3 phantoms resulting from the twostep segmentation process are shown in table 1. The cellularity factors used for this segmentation were ribcage = 0.6, spine/sacrum = 0.7, pelvis = 0.48, long bones = 0.25 and cranium/mandible = 0.38 based on ICRP70 (ICRP(1995) . 50 m was used for the BE layer thickness in accordance with ICRP110 (ICRP 2009). Table 1 also shows ICRP reference masses for comparison. Agreement within a margin of 4% with reference values can be observed for cortical bone (CB), active marrow (AM), inactive marrow (IM) and the endosteum (BE), taking into account the revised BE data. TB masses agree within 12 % with reference values. The masses for AM, TIM, TB and BE reflect the original microstructure of the CT images, i.e. no attempts have been made to adjust them to the ICRP reference values. The cartilage masses for the FASH3 and MASH3 phantoms do not include cartilage located outside the skeleton (ears, nose, etc.) which explains their smaller values compared to the ICRP reference data. Miscellaneous tissues have not been segmented in the phantoms' skeletons. The endosteum is a sub-volume of the marrow (ICRP 2009), i.e. its volume is already included in the volumes of active and inactive marrow and does therefore not contribute to the total skeleton volume or mass shown in table 1.
The SPC method
Given the segmented skeletal tissue environment described in the previous sections, the SPC method of particle transport through human spongiosa uses clusters of micro matrices in a systematic and periodic manner, i.e. if a particle, when leaving a spongiosa voxel, enters a neighbouring spongiosa voxel it will enter the neighbouring micro matrix in the cluster. If the spongiosa volume of the bone site is larger than the cluster, when leaving the cluster, the particle is re-introduced into the cluster, i.e. the cluster will be used again and again until the particle leaves the spongiosa to enter cortical bone or cartilage. Initially, a random selection of micro matrices was also investigated which made it necessary to clearly define the method finally adopted which is the systematic and periodic use of clusters, called SPC method. Similar to the PIRT method, the SPC method also assumes that the use of the CT images as discussed above satisfactorily describes the spongiosa region of the corresponding bone.
Data analysis
The result tables will show pairs of absorbed dose conversion coefficients (CCs) or AFs as a function of the particle energy together with the statistical MC errors and the percentage difference (Pdif) between the CCs or AFs. The Pdif between two CCs or AFs reflects the statistical uncertainties associated with both MC results as well as conceptual differences between the two methods to be compared. In order to identify those Pdifs that can be attributed to differences between the two methods, comparison was made with the error propagation law on 95% confidence: Let CC A , CC B be conversion coefficients and err A , err B their absolute statistical MC errors calculated with methods A and B, respectively. If |CC A -CC B | > 2 * SQRT {err A 2 + err B 2 } then the Pdif = 100*(CC A -CC B )/CC A is considered to indicate a "significant percentage difference" (SPD), i.e. the observed difference is interpreted as being caused by conceptual differences between the two methods beyond statistical variations. A corresponding notation will be used for AFs. In the result tables, SPDs are shown in red, bold, italic numbers. External exposure to mono-energetic photons has been simulated for a parallel beam covering the whole body of the phantom for anterior-posterior (AP) direction, rotational incidence around the vertical body axis (ROT) and for an isotropic radioactive cloud in the upper hemisphere (ISO2PI). Incident photon energies varied between 15 keV and 10 MeV, photon cut-off energy was 2 keV in all tissues, electron cut-off energy was 20 keV in tissues located outside the skeleton and 5 keV in all skeletal tissues. Additional calculations were made for the X-ray examinations Abdomen AP and Thorax PA with a divergent beam and collimated field size. Photon cut-off energy was 2 keV in all tissues, electron cut-off energy was 150 keV in tissues located outside the skeleton and 5 keV in all skeletal tissues. Internal exposure has been simulated for mono-energetic photons emitted in the lungs and in the brain as well as for mono-energetic photons and electrons emitted in the AM and the trabecular bone volume (TBV) of the MASH3 phantom. Incident particle energies varied between 15 keV and 4 MeV, cut-off energies were the same as those mentioned before for mono-energetic external exposure.
Results

3.
Photon sources located outside the skeleton
CCs between AM and BE absorbed dose and air kerma free in air (D/AK) for whole body irradiation of the MASH3 phantom have been calculated with 8 and 192 micro matrices for mono-energetic photons between 15 keV and 10 MeV and with equal numbers of source particles. CCs for anteriorposterior (AP) parallel incidence, for rotational parallel incidence perpendicular to the phantom's vertical axis (ROT) and for isotropic incidence from the upper hemi-sphere (radioactive cloud) 
Comparison with PIRT-based electron AFs
Information on the distribution of tissue volumes in the skeletons of the MASH3 and the UFHADM phantoms is presented in the next two tables. All UFHADM skeletal tissue volumes have been calculated with information provided in table 1 of the paper of Hough et al (2011) . Table 7 shows bone site specific volumes for cortical bone, spongiosa and medullary cavity in a theoretical skeleton based on ICRP70 (ICRP 1995) and ICRP89 (ICRP 2002) , in the MASH3 skeleton and in the UFHADM skeleton. The ICRP-based skeletal tissue volumes have been segmented in the bones of the MASH3 skeleton, except for the cervical and thoracic vertebrae, while the UFHADM skeletal tissue volumes have been segmented based on CT images from the cadaver of a 40 year old male (Hough et al 2011) . Differences between total cortical bone, spongiosa and medullary cavity volumes of the MASH3 and the UFHADM skeletons are 5%, 6% and 33%, respectively. For specific bones one can see agreement between MASH3 and UFHADM volumes, for cortical bone of the lumbar vertebrae or for the spongiosa of the mandible, for example, but one can also observe differences up to a factor of 10, for the spongiosa of the patellae, for example. Table 8 presents bone site specific volumes for spongiosa, trabecular bone (TB), active marrow (AM), trabecular inactive marrow (TIM), trabecular bone endosteum (TBE), trabecular bone volume fraction (TBVF) and cellularity factor (CF) for the MASH3 and the UFHADM phantoms. Segmentation of TB, AM, TIM and TBE in the spongiosa of the MASH3 phantom has been described in chapter 2. Except for cellularity factors and the BE thickness, no additional ICRP data have been used to segment AM, TIM and TBE in the CT images for the MASH3 skeleton. Total TB, AM, TIM and TBE volumes for the MASH3 and the UFHADM skeletons differ by 1%, 3%, 13% and 3%, respectively. Volume differences for specific bones reach from 4% for TB and TBE of the proximal humeri to more than a factor of 5 for the TIM of the scapulae. TBVFs for the two models agree within 2% for the clavicles or 5% for the ribs, but also disagree by more than a factor of 5 for the mandible. Cellularity factors between MASH3 and UFHADM agree, except for the ribs, sternum, clavicles and scapulae because the 192 SPC method uses one CF for the whole rib cage.
In the UFHADM skeletal model, "medullary active marrow" was segmented in the upper halves of the femora and humeri medullary cavities ( If electrons emitted in skeletal tissues have sufficient energy they can penetrate through the cortical bone layer into soft tissues located outside the skeleton and can even penetrate through cortical bone layers or cartilage of neighbouring bones to contribute to the AFs there. In case of the FASH3 and MASH3 skeletons this cross-fire between neighbouring bones starts at electron energies above 550 keV. The description of the PIRT transport model in the paper of Hough et al (2011) indicates that the calculations of the electron AFs have been made for each bone isolated from the rest of the skeleton, i.e. cross-fire between neighbouring bones was not taken into account by the PIRT model.
In view of the various differences between the exposure models mentioned above one would expect to see many SPDs in the upcoming tables. Absorbed fractions of energy in the AM of the skeletons of the MASH3 and the UFHADM phantoms (Hough et al 2011) from electrons emitted in the AM and in the TBV are shown in table 9a as function of the electron energy between 10 keV and 4 MeV. The statistical MC errors for the UFHADM results are "within 1%" (Hough et al 2011). As expected most Pdifs presented in table 9a are significant, only three low-energy Pdifs for source tissue AM and one Pdif at 10 keV for source tissue TBV can be considered as being just statistical. AF(AM←AM) for the two phantoms agree within 2.5% up to 30 keV and within 10% up to 1 MeV. For higher energies the Pdifs increases to reach 18.1% at 4 MeV. AF(AM←TBV) Pdifs also increase with increasing electron energy but they are larger: about 10% up to 200 keV, reaching almost 26% at 4 MeV. Table 9b shows the same quantities but now for the MASH3* phantom, which has TIM segmented like in the UFHADM phantom (= single TIM micro voxels) and the bone cross-fire switched off, i.e. the transport of electrons leaving a bone is immediately terminated. One can see that agreement between the AFs for the two phantoms improved because Pdifs and the number of SPDs became smaller. The different TIM segmentation methods affect the results especially for low energies, while the bone cross-fire effect can be observed at high energies. For example, switching off the bone crossfire reduces the Pdif between AF(AM←AM) and AF(AM←TBV) for the two phantoms at 4 MeV by 6.3% and by 4%, respectively. Between 10 and 30 keV the AM Pdifs decreased by a factor of 2 due to the use of the PIRT TIM segmentation method. SPDs decreased from 20 in table 9a to 14 in table 9b because the two changes, TIM segmentation and bone cross-fire, reduced differences between SPC and PIRT methods. Table 10a shows absorbed fractions of energy in the BE of the skeletons of the MASH3 and the UFHADM phantoms from electrons emitted in the AM and the TBV as function of the electron energy between 10 keV and 4 MeV. From 24 pairs of AFs only two have no SPDs, namely at 0.5 and 1.0 MeV for source tissue TBV. On average, Pdifs for the BE AFs are by about a factor of 2 greater than those seen in table 9a for target tissue AM, because differences between the MASH3 and the UFHADM skeletons (TBVF, cavity size, thickness of the trabeculae, etc.) are dosimetrically mostly reflected in the 50 m layer of the BE next to the trabecular bone surface. Pdifs can reach almost 50% in the case of source tissue TBV at 10 keV. Table 10b shows the same comparison but now using MASH3*, i.e. TIM was segmented like in the UFHADM phantom (= single TIM micro voxels) and the bone cross-fire was switched off. The change of TIM segmentation has no effect on the AFs(BE←TBV) because per definition the target tissue BE is composed of marrow, either AM or TIM and the source tissue TBV emits electrons independently from the TIM segmentation, while AFs(BE←AM) are affected by the TIM segmentation because the spatial distribution of AM and TIM micro voxels depends on the segmentation method. At 10 keV, the Pdif for the AF(BE←AM) decreases by 5.3% after the change of the TIM segmentation method, for example. Again, switching off the bone cross-fire reduces the difference between MASH3 and UFHADM BE AFs. At 4 MeV, this effect is 5.1% and 2.2% for the source tissues AM and TBV, respectively. Compared to table 10a, AFs(BE←AM) also become smaller after the introduction of the two changes (TIM segmentation and bone cross-fire switch-off), but the number of SPDs does not change: all 12 Pdifs were and remain significant. For source tissue TBV the number of SPDs also remains unchanged, however the Pdifs decrease for energies above 0.5 MeV.
Comparison with dose response functions (DRF)
From the papers of Shah et al (2005) and Hough et al (2011) it is understood that the PIRT code transports electrons in isolated bones of the UFHADM skeleton, i.e. that calculation of AM and BE absorbed dose from external exposure of the UFHADM phantom to photons, for example, cannot be simulated in one calculation step. Therefore, so-called dose response functions (DRFs) for the AM and the BE were developed by Johnson et al (2011) which relate the absorbed dose in the AM or the BE to the photon fluence in the homogeneous spongiosa based on AM and BE AFs calculated by Hough et al (2011) for the UFHADM phantom. The idea of the DRFs is to "decouple the transport of photons and their secondary electrons" (Johnson et al 2011) and thereby enable MC calculations for exposure to photons to be carried out with kerma approximation and at the same time being able to take AM and BE AFs based on CT images of TB into account.
In order to compare the 192 SPC and the DRF methods, EGSnrc user codes for the MASH3 and the FASH3 phantoms were developed which do not use CT images of TB but instead tally the photon fluence in homogeneous spongiosa multiplied with bone specific DRFs taken from tables 1-4 of the paper of Johnson et al (2011) . The elemental composition of spongiosa was taken from Hough et al (2011) .
CCs between AM and BE absorbed dose and air kerma free in air (D/AK) for whole body irradiation of the FASH3 phantom have been calculated with the 192 SPC method and with DRFs for monoenergetic photons between 15 keV and 10 MeV. CCs for anterior-posterior (AP) parallel incidence, for rotational parallel incidence perpendicular to the phantom's vertical axis (ROT) and for isotropic incidence from the upper hemi-sphere (radioactive cloud) (ISO2PI) 
Conclusion
Cluster size
The influence of the CT image size on AM and BE absorbed dose or AF has been investigated with the SPC method using two different clusters of 8 and 192 micro matrices based on equal TBVF. The analysis of the Pdifs using error propagation with 95% confidence in tables 2 to 6 has shown that the cluster size does influence dosimetric results, especially for exposure to photons or electrons emitted by radionuclides concentrated in skeletal tissues, while for radiation sources located outside the skeleton, especially outside the body, the cluster size effect is less significant or sometimes even negligible. These findings and principal considerations to take utmost advantage of the size of the CT images of TB led to the decision to update all SPC EGSnrc user codes for the FASH3 and the MASH3 phantoms with the 192 micro matrix clusters. The updated SPC user codes for the EGSnrc MC code are available on www.caldose.org. Photon and electron CCs and AFs posted on the website for download will be replaced by the updated results.
Comparison with PIRT-based AFs
The MASH3/192 SPC and the UFHADM/PIRT skeletal dosimetry models are different with respect to the number of bone sites, skeletal tissue volumes, TBVFs, CFs, TIM segmentation, bone cross-fire and medullary AM, which explains why one observes large Pdifs between AFs for the two models presented in tables 9a-10b. It was possible to reduce these differences by adopting the TIM segmentation of the UFHADM/PIRT model and by avoiding bone cross-fire which cannot be taken into account by the UF model. In the same way one can imagine to further reduce AF differences between the two models by harmonizing the CFs or by increasing the number of bone sites in the MASH3/192 SPC model. However, apart from being merely a speculation whether these measures would bridge a part of the remaining gap, after that, more adaptations are simply not possible, because the skeletal tissue volumes and TBVFs shown in tables 7 and 8 cannot be changed. They reflect the skeletal tissue volumes and trabecular microstructure of two different individuals. The TBVFs in the CT images for the pelvis, for example, are 0.212 and 0.100 for the MASH3 and the UFHADM phantom, respectively, representing a difference by more than a factor of 2 which certainly would influence the AFs in the AM and the BE from particles emitted in the TBV. Consequently, one has to accept that differences between AM and BE absorbed doses or AFs calculated with the 192 SPC and the PIRT method will continue to exist in the same way as organ absorbed dose differences between MASH3 and UFHADM would always exist.
Comparison with DRFs
To our knowledge, the FASH3/MASH3/192 SPC exposure model is currently the only MC code using CT images of segmented spongiosa which allows for the calculation of AM and BE absorbed doses or AFs in a human phantom from exposure to radiation sources located outside the skeleton in one calculation step. The coding of the SPC method into the EGSnrc MC code was quite challenging and this would certainly also be the case for other MC codes. Therefore, introducing DRFs as proposed by Johnson et al (2011) represents an interesting concept to facilitate the calculation of AM and BE absorbed doses from external exposure to photons. Tables 11a-c show reasonable agreement between the two methods for external whole body exposure to photons. Good agreement can be observed in table 12 for the ribs AM and BE AFs from photon emitters in the lungs. In general, larger Pdifs can be observed for incident photon energies up to 30 keV and more for the BE than for the AM which reflects the different TB structures of the two models. Strictly spoken, the concept of DRFs is based on a distortion of the physical process by using AFs from isotropic electron emission while secondary electrons resulting from photon interactions usually have characteristic angular distributions. However, as mentioned above, forced isotropic secondary electron emission in skeletal tissues for the exposure conditions presented in tables 11a-c could not show conceptual differences when compared to the default angular distributions, i.e. the "distortion" had no visible effect on the results beyond statistical variations. Yet, in view of all the differences between 192 SPC and PIRT mentioned in the previous section, it is rather impressive how well the results of the 192 SPC method and the DRFs agree, at least for the exposure conditions considered here. Based on the results of this study, the DRF concept is a valuable method for skeletal dosimetry for adults when electron transport through CT images of trabecular bone is not available.
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